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Waste as fuel
Using waste as a fuel, and thereby recovering energy in the form of
district heating and electricity, is one of Sysav’s waste treatment methods.
Sysav receives waste from households and businesses in southern Skåne,
Sweden’s southernmost province. A combination of methods are used
to ensure the waste is harnessed as a resource in the best possible way.
In addition to waste to energy, these methods include re-use, various
forms of recycling, biological treatment and management of hazardous
waste, as well as landfill.
Sysav’s waste-to-energy plant has four boilers. The two oldest came into
operation in 1973. They are hot-water boilers which produce district
heating. Both the boilers and the system for cleaning flue gases have
been reconditioned and developed in line with heightened demands on
waste combustion. The two newest boilers are steam boilers and
generate both electricity and district heating. They came online in 2003
and 2008 respectively.
In total, Sysav is permitted to use 630,000 tonnes of waste a year as fuel.
The plant produces approximately 1,400,000 MWh of district heating a
year, which roughly equates to the district heating of 70,000 small houses.
The steam boilers produced around 250,000 MWh of electricity a year
in total, some of which is used in the plant itself.

Sysav is permitted to use 550,000 tonnes
of waste a year as fuel. This produces as
much energy as either:
• 170,000 m3 of oil,
• 250,000 tonnes of coal,
• 790,000 tonnes of woodchips or
• 167,000,000 m3 of natural gas.
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How the plant works

ENERGY RECOVERY:
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1. Waste bunker
2. Travelling crane
3. Feed chute
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4. Boiler
5. Slag outlet
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6. Superheaters
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7. Turbine
8. Generator
9. Condenser
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10. Heat pumps
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11. Direct condensation
12.	Economiser
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13. District heating and
electricity customers
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FLUE GAS CLEANING AND
WASTE WATER TREATMENT:
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A.		 Electrostatic precipitator
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D.		 Acid scrubber
E.		 Basic scrubber
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F.		 Condensing scrubber
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B.		 Heat exchanger
C.		 Quench
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G.		 Electroventuri filter
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H.		 Heat exchanger
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I.		 Preheater
J.		 Catalyst
K.		 Stack
L.		Neutralisation, precipitation
and flocculation
M. Decanter
N. Ash silo
O. Sludge silo
P. 		 Filter press
Q. Sand and carbon filters
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Energy from waste – step by step
Sysav’s waste-to-energy plant comprises two hot-water
boilers and two steam boilers. The hot-water boilers
(boilers 1 and 2) have a capacity of 100,000 tonnes
of waste a year each, and produce hot water for the
district heating network. The steam boilers (boilers 3
and 4) have twice the capacity and generate both
electricity and district heating.
From here on it is mainly the steam boilers which
are being described. A presentation of the hot-water
boilers can be found on pages 18-19.
Fuel from households and businesses
The waste that is combusted is made up of domestic
waste along with combustible waste from businesses
and recycling centres.
From refuse collection to boiler
The two steam boilers have a joint waste bunker
where the refuse collection vehicles tip the waste. The
travelling crane is operated from the control room by
a grab that lifts the waste into the boilers’ feed chutes.
The waste slides down the chutes and is pressed into
the respective furnace by a pusher.

Adding air
For the combustion to be efficient and complete,
combustion air comprising primary air and secondary
air is blown into the furnace. Powerful fans are used to
push the primary air between the bars of the grate
beneath the fuel bed. The secondary air is added above
the fuel bed. This helps mix the flue gases properly to
achieve optimal combustion.
Auxiliary combustion with oil
The boilers are equipped with oil burners which are
used during start-up and shutdown (ignition and
extinction), and when the waste’s energy level is not
high enough to maintain the correct combustion
temperature. During normal operation, however,
the furnace is only fed with combustible waste.

A total of 50-60 tonnes of waste is
combusted an hour in the steam
boilers, 24 hours a day. A further
25 tonnes of waste an hour is
combusted in the hot-water boilers.

Slag is tapped off
Once the waste has passed through the grate it is
completely combusted and has become slag. The slag is
comprised of stone, scrap metal, glass and other stable
materials. It drops down into a water-filled trough for
cooling. The slag is tapped off into a bunker for
subsequent sorting and recycling.

200 m2 furnace
The furnace in the steam boilers comprises an inclined
grate with an area of just over 100 m2. The waste slides
down the grate where it is dried, evaporated and
combusted. The grates are of the reverse-acting type,
which mean the bars of the grate push the waste
upwards and downwards to remix it. This ensures
optimum combustion. The temperature in the furnace
is normally over 1,000ºC.
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Approximately 1,400,000 MWh of
district heating and 250,000 MWh
of electricity are produced a year
in Sysav’s waste-to-energy plant.
Some of the electricity is used
internally within Sysav, partly in heat
pumps to produce district heating.
The rest is delivered to the power
distribution grid.

From water to steam
The flue gases formed during the combustion process
maintain a temperature of at least 850°C. They pass
three vertical empty ducts with tubes on the walls
where the temperature is high. The function of the
empty ducts is to achieve complete combustion of
the flue gases. The flue gases then heat the boiler water
circulating in tubes. The horizontal part of the boiler
comprises convection tubes and super-heaters. The
boiler water reaches its highest energy value here at
a temperature of 400°C and a pressure of 40 bar.
From steam to electricity…
The hot high-pressure steam from the boiler is directed
to the turbine which drives a generator. Some of the
electricity produced is used in the plant, while the rest
goes onto the power distribution grid.
…and district heating
Once the steam has passed through the turbine, it is
directed to a condenser where it is used to heat
district heating water. If the turbine is not in operation
the steam can be directed straight to the condenser.
In the condenser, which is a large heat exchanger,
the steam becomes water (condensate) once it has
transferred its heat to the district heating water. The
condensate is then pumped via a feed-water tank back
into the boiler’s water/steam system.

The district heating water is heated to between
80 and 115°C depending on the outdoor temperature
and is used to heat homes and other buildings.
Direct condensation and heat pumps harness
the remaining energy
When the district heating water returns to the plant it
has a temperature of 40-60°C. Through direct
condensation, heat pumps and flue gas heat
exchangers, heat is extracted from moisture in the fuel
which has been turned into steam in the condensing
scrubber.
The recovered heat energy increases the temperature
of the district heating water with 5-10°C before it
enters the condenser. The building’s waste heat is also
collected in a waterborne system and is extracted
through heat pumps.
The heat pumps are powered by some of the
electricity produced in the plant. The flue gas is
additionally cooled before it is let out through the stack,
and the heat is recovered through an economiser. In
total, the heat recovery in the flue gas cleaning plant is
equivalent to an effect of 20-25 MW per line.

Boiler water in

Generator
Turbine

District heating water in

District heating condenser

By combining electricity and
district heating production,
and also by using heat pumps
and flue gas heat exchangers,
maximum use is made of the
waste’s energy value.

The vaporised boiler
water is led via the
steam dome through
superheaters where it
is heated to 400°C at
a pressure of 40 bar.

When the boiler water has been heated into
hot steam at high pressure, the energy is
harnessed in two stages. The turbine uses
the steam’s kinetic energy while the thermal
energy is captured in the condenser.

Boiler water out
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District heating water out
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Boiler ‘knocked’ clean
The flue gases contain dust particles. Some of them
stick to panel walls and some to suspended tubes inside
the boiler. To clean the convection pass, a rapping system
strikes bars at regular intervals which sets the tubes
oscillating. The ash loosens, falls down into a dust pocket
and is transported to an ash silo.
Filter cleans with electricity
The flue gases continue from the boiler to the first
stage of cleaning, an electrostatic precipitator, where
the majority of the dust is removed. The dust particles

in the flue gases are given a negative electrical charge
when they pass emission electrodes. Precipitation
electrodes, which comprise metal sheets with a positive
charge, are located between the emission electrodes.
These sheets attract the negatively charged dust
particles. The sheets are mechanically shaken at regular
intervals and the dust falls down into a dust pocket.
From there it is transported to the ash silo.
When the flue gas leaves the electrostatic filter,
most of the dust has been removed and the dust
content is less than 20 mg/m3.

Dust is removed from the flue gases in
the electrostatic precipitator. The dust,
or ash, is collected and safely deposited
for final storage. From 100 kg of waste,
approximately 3 kg of ash and sludge
remain after combustion.
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Washed with water
The wet part of the cleaning process comprises three
scrubbers – two cleaning scrubbers and a condensing
scrubber – where various substances are washed away
one by one. Before the gas enters the wet part of the
cleaning process, the temperature is decreased to
60-70°C using heat exchangers and cooling water. In
the scrubbers, the flue gases are washed with water,
which is sprayed through ceramic nozzles. When the

Approximately 15 m3 of water
an hour normally pass through
the scrubbers and the subsequent water treatment process.
For the majority of the year,
the water comes only from the
condensing scrubber, i.e. from
the fuel.

flue gases come into contact with the water spray,
contaminants are washed away. Different cleansing
chemicals are added along with the water in the three
scrubbers to bring about a reaction with different
substances in the flue gases. The washing water is
replaced at intervals and cleaned in a special water
treatment plant.

Rökgas
Flue
gas
in
IN

Water
Vatten
in
IN

Rökgas
Flue
gas
out
UT

Water
Vatten
out
UT

Contaminants are washed away when the flue gases
pass through the scrubbers’ water spray.
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Stopping dust with a wet electrostatic
precipitator
The penultimate cleaning stage for the flue gases
consists of an electroventuri filter, which works in
almost the same way as an electrostatic precipitator,
but in a wet environment. This is where any remaining
dust in the flue gases is removed. The electroventuri
filter comprises 24 pipes, which narrow considerably
to increase the flow rate of the flue gases. The dust
particles are negatively charged by an electrode and
absorbed by positively charged water spray in the
lower part of the filter.
The water is then directed to the water treatment
plant via the acid scrubber.

Catalyst in the final stage of cleaning
The final stage of the flue gas cleaning process comprises
a catalyst. In the catalyst, the flue gases pass through a
fine ceramic material and ammonia water is injected.
The nitrogen oxide reacts with the ammonia, whereby
it is reduced to nitrogen and steam. Finally the flue
gases are released, using a flue gas fan, out through
the 100 metre tall stack.

In the catalyst, nitrogen oxides (NOx) are reduced.
In one steam boiler, boiler 3, 20-30% of the flue
gases are returned to the furnace together with
secondary air to reduce the formation of nitrogen
oxides. In the other steam boiler, boiler 4, the
catalyst has been expanded to achieve a low
nitrogen oxide content.
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The water is cleaned too
The flue gases have now been cleaned, and the
contaminants washed out of the gases are now in the
water from the scrubbers and the electroventuri filter.
Before the cleaning process can be considered
complete, the water must be cleaned as well.
By adding various chemicals, heavy metals and
other contaminants are precipitated in a series of tanks
where they form a sediment and are concentrated
into a sludge.

Water treatment:
1. NEUTRALISATION TANK 1
2. 	 NEUTRALISATION TANK 2
3. PRECIPITATION TANK
4. FLOCCULATION TANK
5. DECANTER
6. FINAL NEUTRALISATION TANK
7. SAND AND CARBON FILTERS
8. ASH SILO
9. SLUDGE SILO

1

2

3

4
6
5
7

8

9

The water from the scrubbers
and the electroventuri filter, which
is very acidic, passes through five
tanks.
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ENERGY RECOVERY:
1. Waste bunker
8

2. Boiler
3. Economiser
4. Bag filter
5. Four-stage scrubber
6. Water treatment
7. Ash silo
8

2

4

3

8. 	Heat exchanger for district
heating

5

1

7
6

Boiler evolution
The hot-water boilers from
1973 have been progressively
reconditioned and developed
in line with heightened demands
on waste combustion. In 1981
the electrostatic precipitator
was supplemented by dry flue
gas cleaning comprising lime
reactors and a bag filter, and
nitrogen oxide reduction was
added to the flue gas cleaning
process in 1992. In 2005 the hotwater boilers were reconditioned and supplemented with
wet flue gas cleaning. When the
first steam boiler was built,
operation and monitoring were
moved to a central control
room in a superstructure
between the old and new parts
of the waste-to-energy plant.

The hot-water boilers
The oldest part of Sysav’s waste-to-energy plant came
into operation in 1973. It comprises two hot-water
boilers, each with a combustion capacity of 100,000
tonnes of waste a year.

with both dry and wet cleaning. First ammonia water is
sprayed directly into the boiler to reduce nitrogen
oxides. Acidic substances are then neutralised by
adding slaked lime to the flue gases.

District heating production
The water in the hot-water boilers is heated to 150°C.
The flue gases are led to an economiser where further
heat is recovered. The heat in the boiler water is passed
on to the district heating network via two heat exchangers.

Bag filter removes dust
A textile bag filter separates lime and dust particles,
the result being virtually complete removal of primarily
dust and metals. The bag filter is essentially made up of
long, suspended tubes. The flue gas, which is pressed in
from beneath the filter, goes into the tubes, while the
dust remains on the outside. The cleaned flue gases are
then sucked into the wet cleaning process by a fan.

Dry and wet cleaning of the flue gases
The flue gas cleaning system comprises several stages
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Four-stage wet cleaning
Wet cleaning consists of a four-stage scrubber. The first
two stages remove chlorides, hydrogen fluoride, metals
and ammonia. The third stage primarily removes sulphur
dioxide. In the final step, the condensation stage, the
water in the flue gases is condensed. Each stage involves
a bed of carbon-saturated filling material which absorbs
any dioxins and increase the contact surface between
water and contaminants, ensuring a good cleaning
effect. The heat energy in the condensate water from
the final scrubbing stage is harnessed and transferred
to the district heating network via a heat exchanger.

The water is cleaned and led off
The contaminated water from the first two scrubbing
stages is led back to the boilers. The water from stage
three and the condensation stage is cleaned in a
separate treatment process. This comprises a bag filter
for particle removal, two ion exchangers and two
mercury ion exchangers for metal removal.
The cleaned water is then led out into the sea.
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Residues, environment and monitoring
Energy production from waste gives rise to a number of
types of residue. Roughly 15-20% of the waste by weight
remains in the shape of slag. The slag is transported to
the nearby waste site at Spillepeng. At the site, scrap
iron and other metals are separated for recycling and
the remaining slag gravel can be used as hard core or
aggregate in construction.
Ash, sludge and gypsum
Dry ash is captured in boilers, electrostatic precipitators
and bag filters. The contents of this ash include lime and
lime-bound contaminants, as well as metals. Roughly 3 kg
of ash is produced from the combustion of 100 kg of
waste. Due to its chemical properties, the ash needs to
go into environmentally safe final storage. The ash has
been dealt with in different ways over the years, for
example recycling by neutralisation of waste acids at
Langøya, Norway.
Because the flue gases are cleaned with water,
there is also a wet residue: sludge. The sludge contains
contaminants such as heavy metals, and like the ash
these need safe final storage. They are deposited in a
special cell at the nearby Spillepeng landfill site.
In one of the scrubbing stages on lines 3 and 4,
sulphur is removed from the flue gases in the form
of gypsum slurry. The slurry is dewatered in a vacuum
band filter, and the dried gypsum is also sent to the
landfill site for final storage.
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Monitoring and the environment
All processes at Sysav’s waste-to-energy plant are
continuously monitored from the central control
room. Round the clock there are operating personnel
monitoring combustion, the production of steam,
electricity and district heating, and especially the
cleaning and treatment processes. All important
emissions are measured, recorded and monitored
carefully to ensure the operation meets the strict
environmental requirements.
Measurement and registration take place with
permanently installed instruments which show data
both locally and in the control room. There are set
templates for daily and monthly parameter reports,
and these are printed out from a special environmental
computer.
Permits and reporting
The Environmental Court in Växjö has licensed Sysav
to use 550,000 tonnes of waste a year at its waste-toenergy plant. Every year Sysav submits an environmental
report outlining its operations, as well as environmental
controls and inspections carried out by the supervisory
authority. All other reporting regarding nonconformities
in the operation are also sent to the supervisory
authority.

The control room is staffed
round the clock.

Each boiler is shut down once a year
for overhaul and repairs. This is done
during the summer when there is
the least demand for district heating.
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Waste to energy
– an important complement
Waste to energy is an important complement to other waste treatment.
Using waste as a fuel is a way of using the energy bound up in the material. Three tonnes of waste can produce around the same amount of
energy as one tonne of oil. Waste can also largely be considered a
biofuel, as approximately 85% of the waste by weight is comprised of
renewable material. Using waste as a fuel contributes to lower carbon
dioxide emissions if it replaces the use of fossil fuels. Optimised running
and an advanced process for cleaning the flue gas minimise the operation’s
impact on the environment, while at the same time waste is converted
into valuable energy.

In their next life they want to heat
homes. By recovering energy from
waste, we reduce the use of fossil
fuels, thereby contributing to lower
carbon dioxide emissions.
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